Bag of
Bowling
Activities

The skill of Bowling
Bowling is a vital skill to the sport of cricket and once students become competent
with their bowling, they increase their enjoyment of the game and their
confidence increases when playing cricket. Here are a collection of Cricket Australia
games to further enhance your Health and Physical Education Program and the
bowling progression of your students.
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Bowling Teaching Tips
y Release
When your hand reaches the peak
of your delivery arc (windmill action
arc), release the ball and allow it
to roll off the tips of your index and
middle fingers. Remember to keep
your arm straight.

y Grip
Two fingers apart on top of the ball,
and thumb underneath.
y Run up
Create momentum and move towards
your target. Keep arms close to
the body and all body movements
directed at the target.

y Follow through
Bowling comes across the body and
the bowler continues to take steps
or run through to the direction of the
target until they complete the action
and pull up.

y Gather and back foot impact
Continued movement towards the
target. Create a leap depending on
momentum, where your back foot
impacts the ground with your hips
and shoulders aligned.
y Weight transfer to front foot
•

Drop your elbow as you plant
your front foot.

•

Once you begin to drop your
elbow, allow your bowling arm
to fall to your side.

•

Your weight then shifts to your
lead leg.

•

With your bowling arm, make
a windmill motion. Keep your
elbow straight rotate your arm
behind you and swing it over the
top towards the batter. As this
happens the bowling shoulder
thrusts forward.
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Target
Takedown
skill
Focus

Group
Size

Fielding &
Bowling

SET UP COMPLEXITY
TIME
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CHANGE IT UP!
level 1 – Distance
y

Every time the target is hit, the student
steps away from the target.

y

See how far partners can separate.
This will assist to challenge
both advanced and less
skilled students.

Equipment
2 ropes, 1 ball
per pair,
targets (any
equipment)

y

Students form pairs and stand on opposite sides of ropes 10m apart.

y

Pairs create their own targets with whatever equipment is available.

y

Pairs deliver the ball back and forth at their target.

y

Students score 10 points every time the target is hit or create your own
scoring challenges.

y

Begin with underarm throws then progress to overarm throwing and
then bowling.
This is a great opportunity to provide instruction on the
difference between throwing (bent arm) and bowling
(straight arm) as you move between skills.

Coaching
y

Momentum towards the target.

y

Stretch your arm as high as possible, brush your ear and release the ball
with a straight elbow.

Ask the STUDENTS
What is the main difference between throwing and bowling?

y

What is the purpose of a run up?

y

Encourage students to experiment with their
run up, prior to releasing the ball.

y

Don’t over complicate it – keep it simple!

level 3 – Try A New Target

Instructions

y

level 2 – Run in and Bowl

10m
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y

Vary the challenge by rotating pairs to
another pairs target, or challenge students
to build a more difficult target.

CHANGE IT UP!

Bowling Tag

Level 1 – Locomotion
y

Call out a specific movement and all runners
must respond accordingly (running, hopping,
jumping, bounding, running backwards etc.).

Level 2 – Lakes and Islands
skill
Focus

Group
Size

Fundamental
Movement
Skills

Whole class

SET UP COMPLEXITY
TIME

Equipment
Cones to create
a playing area

Instructions
y

2 or more students are taggers.

y

Everyone else are runners and avoid being tagged.

y

If a runner is tagged, they stand stationary, with 1 hand held high
above their head.

y

Runners free students that have been tagged, by giving them a
‘bowling high 5’ (high 5 with a bowling motion).

y

Rotate taggers once all runners have been tagged or every minute.

y

If runners are finding the activity too challenging, reduce the number of
taggers or introduce a slower movement style such as power walking.

Stretch your arm as high as possible, brush your ear and release
the ball with a straight elbow.

y

Be aware of your team mates around you.

Ask the STUDENTS
y

How does this relate to bowling in a real game?

y

How can you avoid being tagged?

15m

15m
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Using cones, create small ‘lakes’ or ‘islands’
in the playing area.

y

Lakes are out of bounds and taggers and
runners must dodge around them.

y

Islands are safe zones where runners may
not be tagged. Runners may only stay on an
island for 3 seconds.

y

Give each runner a ball and students try
a ball handling challenge when they are
on an island.

Ensure the playing area
is large enough to move
around safely.

Coaching
y

y

Bowling
FUNdamentals

CHANGE IT UP!
Level 1 – Length Bowling
y

Lay ropes across the pitch and have bowlers
try to land the ball between the ropes.

y

Gradually bring the ropes closer together
if students are finding it too easy.

Level 2 – Run Up and Bowl
skill
Focus

Group
Size

Bowling

2-4

SET UP COMPLEXITY
TIME

Equipment
1 ball, 1 set of
stumps, 1 cone
per pair, 2 ropes

Instructions
y

Pair students.

y

Make one a bowler and one a wicket keeper.

y

Bowlers bowl 3 deliveries at the stumps then swap roles with the
wicket keeper.

y

If space or equipment are limited place students in groups of up to 4.

y

If students find the activity too challenging, shorten the pitch or place
2 stumps together to create a larger target.

Coaching
y

Grip the ball comfortably in your hand.

y

Stretch your arm as high as possible, brush your ear and release
the ball with a straight arm.

Ask the STUDENTS
y

How did you grip the ball in your hand?

y

What other actions are like a bowling action?
(windmill, airplane, cartwheel).

2m

3m

12m
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y

Lay a rope a few meters behind the
bowler’s stumps. Bowlers start behind
this rope to create a run up.

y

Let students experiment with their run up.
Keep it simple!

Level 3 – KNOCK ’EM DOWN, BUILD ’EM UP
y

If students hit the stumps, remove a single
stump. If they miss, leave the stumps alone.
Keep removing stumps when they are hit
until only the base is left.

y

Once the base is hit add a stump back in.
Add a stump every time a student hits the
stump to rebuild.

y

The first team to ‘knock ’em down,
build ’em up’ is the winner.

y

Have pairs rotate between wicket keeper
and bowler each time the stump is hit.

Level 4 – Battleships
y

Use a variety of equipment as bowling targets,
or ‘battleships’, on the pitch.

y

When a student hits a ‘battleship’, it is ‘sunk’
and removed from the game.

y

The first team to sink all battleships is
the winner.

y

Allow students to place their own battleships.

Anywhere
Cricket
skill
Focus

Group
Size

Modified
Game of
Cricket

3-5

CHANGE IT UP!
level 1 – Get Creative

SET UP COMPLEXITY
TIME

Encourage students to use a range of
equipment and get imaginative with their
game as they would in the backyard or at
lunch time at school.

y

Encourage students to consider introducing
rules including ‘tippity-go’, ‘1 hand 1 bounce’
or other game constraints.

Equipment
1 bat, 1 set of
stumps, 1 ball, 1
cone per group
Ensure fielders are at least
10m away from the batter.

Instructions
y

Set in a large open space.

y

Students form smaller groups of 3-5 and creates their own cricket game.

y

Each student should get an equal turn batting and bowling.

Coaching
y

y

Use your imagination – get creative!

Ask the STUDENTS
y

Ask students to explain their game to the whole group.

y

How could your game be improved?

10m+
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Knock ’Em Down,
Build ’Em Up

CHANGE IT UP!
Level 1 – Length Bowling
y

Lay ropes across the pitch and have bowlers
try to land the ball between the ropes.

y

Gradually bring the ropes closer together
if students are finding it too easy.

Level 2 – Run Up and Bowl
skill
Focus

Group
Size

Bowling

2-4

SET UP
TIME

COMPLEXITY

Equipment
6 balls, 6 cones,
6 sets of stumps

y

Lay a rope a few meters behind the bowler’s
stumps. Bowlers start behind this rope to
create a run up.

y

Let students experiment with their run up.
Keep it simple!

Level 3 – Battleships
Instructions
y

Group students in small groups of up to 4.

y

Make one a wicket keeper and others bowlers.

y

Bowlers bowl at the stumps, if they hit the stumps, remove a single stump.
If they miss, leave the stumps alone. Keep removing stumps when they
are hit until only the base is left.

y

Once the base is hit, add a stump back in. Add a stump every time
a student hits the stumps to rebuild.

y

The first team to ‘knock ’em down, build ’em up’ is the winner.

y

Have pairs rotate between wicket keeper and bowler each time
the stump is hit.

Coaching

y

Use a variety of equipment as bowling targets,
or ‘battleships’, on the pitch.

y

When a student hits a ‘battleship’, it is ‘sunk’
and removed from the game.

y

The first team to sink all battleships is
the winner.

y

Allow students to place their own battleships.

Ask the STUDENTs

y

Watch the ball into your hands.

y

How can you make it easier or harder?

y

Stretch the arm as high as possible, brush your ear and release
the ball with a straight elbow.

y

When aiming at the target, is it important
to throw as hard and fast as possible?

2m

3m

12m
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Batting
Blast

CHANGE IT UP!
level 1 – Delivery
y

Bowlers begin with underarm throws
and scorcher balls.

y

When appropriate, students may progress
to overarm bowling and small balls.

level 2 – Use Your Feet
skill
Focus

Group
Size

Batting

Whole class

SET UP COMPLEXITY
TIME

Equipment
1 bat,
1 small ball,
1 scorcher ball,
2 cones per pair

y

Create a crease line using a rope.

y

Start behind the crease line then move to
hit the ball from in front of it.

level 3 – Sweep Shots
y

Batter’s play sweep shots and reverse sweep
shots though the target.

Instructions
y

Pair students.

y

Make one the batter and one the bowler. If space or equipment is limited,
group students in groups of 3 and include a fielder behind the bowler.

y

The bowler delivers the ball to the batter who hits between the target or
at their own target.

y

Once a bowler completes 3 deliveries, students swap roles.

y

Make up your own scoring system, students love scoring challenges.

y

If batters are finding the activity too challenging, shorten the pitch, create
a larger target or roll the ball along the ground.

Allow plenty of room
between batters with
at least 4m either side.

Rather than tees, use scorcher balls! The objective of
batting is to judge and respond to a moving ball.

Coaching
y

Watch the ball.

y

Move towards the ball and have a free swing of the bat.

Ask the STUDENTS
y

What happens if you lift your head?

y

Explain what happened when you hit or missed the ball.

4m

4m
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4m

CHANGE IT UP!

Golden Ducks
skill
Focus

Group
Size

Bowling

6-10

SET UP
TIME

COMPLEXITY

level 1 – Bowling Bonus Runs

Equipment
1 ball for each
bowler, 1 set of
stumps, 1 bat
and cones

Instructions

y

Introduce ropes and lay them across the pitch.
Lay the first rope approximately 1m away from
the crease and the second rope 1m from the
first rope (ie. 1m apart).

y

If the ball lands between the ropes, a bowling
bonus run is given, even if the ball doesn’t hit
the stumps.

y

Bowling bonus runs can be added to the team
bank, like the runs accumulated while running
between the wickets.

y

Add the bowling bonus runs and runs
completed while running between the wickets
after both teams have had a go at each
component of the activity. The team with the
highest combined score is the winner.

level 2 – Double it up

y

2 teams – 1 team are bowlers and the other are runners.

y

2 pitches of 12m are set up parallel to each other.

y

Set up a “crease” line which bowlers must bowl behind, and runners
must run until.

y

On the teacher’s call the activity begins.

y

On the first pitch, bowlers take turns to bowl at the stumps continuously.

y

On the second pitch, runners run between wickets holding the bat.

y

When the bowling team hit the stumps, they call out ‘HOWZAT!’ and the
runner stops running.

y

The runner attempts to complete as many runs as they can before the
bowling team hits the stumps.

y

y

Swap roles when all students have had a go at running between
the wickets.

How did you carry the bat when you were
running between the wickets?

y

y

Select one player from the running team as the ‘golden duck’, their runs are
worth double.

Why do you need to slide the bat over
the crease?

y

If bowlers are finding the activity too challenging, shorten the pitch or
place 2 stumps together to create a larger target.

y

Introduce a second runner so that there is a
runner at either end of the pitch, like in a real
game. Practice calling while running between
the wickets (yes/no/wait) and turning different
ways (left/right). Try alternating the hand that
the bat is carried in.

Ask the STUDENTS

Coaching
y

When bowling, stretch your arm as high as
possible, brush your ear and release the
ball with a straight elbow.

y

When running between the wickets, reach
out using the full length of the bat to slide
over the crease.

Place a cone or rope well back from
the stumps to manage the teams and
ensure no collisions with runners
or bowlers.

12m
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To find out all about Cricket Australia’s
School Programs, please contact:
Cricket Australia
1800 CRICKET
community.cricket.com.au/schools

